INTRODUCTION
As a prominent control parameter in oxide compounds, oxygen plays a crucial role in strongly correlated behaviors and functionalities, which is usually coupled with other degrees of freedom such as spin, orbital, charge and lattice [1, 2] . Excess oxygen (E O ) can induce secondary oxidized phases in perovskite manganites such as LaMnO 3+δ and YMnO 3+δ [3] . Oxygen vacancy (V O ) can be the source of mobile carriers as an electron donor [4] in high temperature superconductors [1] , solid-oxide fuel cells [5] , gas sensors and multiferroics [6] , etc. The existence of V O and/or E O at the surface [7] , interface [8] , as well as their bulk forms [9] of various oxide materials can also give rise to intriguing insights for both the fundamental physics/chemistry and potential opportunities of practical applications. In order to achieve the integration of oxide-based electronic devices, there is a strong impetus to pursue a precise and homogeneous control of oxygen component during the growth of high-quality oxide thin films. Advanced epitaxial growth techniques (e.g., pulsed laser deposition (PLD), laser-molecular beam epitaxy (Laser-MBE), sputtering deposition, etc.) are employed to in-situ tune oxygen-stoichiometry under different oxygen atmospheres. From the analysis of electron energy-loss spectra, plenty of cation and oxygen vacancies may appear close to the surface, boundary and interface of epitaxial films due to the deficient inactive oxygen ("cold oxygen") during the growth [10] [11] [12] , leading to severe deterioration of their structures and properties of some epitaxial oxide films. Ex-situ annealing under a flowing active oxygen ("hot oxygen") atmosphere is also a popular way to reduce the oxygen vacancies and defects. However, desired homogeneous control of oxygen content and stoichiometry possibly occurs at only top layers of some films [13] , indicating an oxygen distribution along the thickness direction of the films, especially for the compounds with a relative short oxygen diffusion length.
Under these circumstances, there is a strong motivation to explore a new film growth strategy, where both the precise control and uniform distribution of oxygen content may be achieved, especially for those dysoxidizable materials. In conventional physical deposition procedures, such as classic PLD [14] , the expansion of plasma plume, corresponding to the composition and mean energy distributions of desorbed particles, is very sensitive to the chemical atmospheres [15, 16] and can determine the growth dynamics/compositions. When they reach the subsequent substrates, ionic and excited species suffer a prominent delay of kinetic energy transfer in the relatively inert ("cold") conditions [17] , accompanied with a decrease of the sufficient reaction and crystallization [18, 19] . This is one of the major factors that may induce off-stoichiometry and defects in oxide thin films [10] . Contrary to the physical depositions, chemical vapor deposition (CVD) provides a more chemically-reactive atmosphere during the growth of oxide nanocrystals and thin films [20] , so that the excited oxygen molecule and oxygen-metal species may endure a low decay rate and a significant enhanced reactivity when they reach the substrates. Nevertheless, the relatively low thermal excitation energy (lower than the vapor point of most transition metal oxides) and poor stoichiometric control of metal elements restrict the effective high-quality growth of correlated complex oxides. Therefore, a laser-ablated process in CVD system may provide a new strategy to control epitaxial complex oxide growth with a precise and homogeneous elemental stoichiometry. Among the functional complex oxides, perovskite manganites possess intriguing structures and strong electron correlations, exhibiting high spin-polarization, high Curie temperature in oxide magnets and colossal magnetoresistance (CMR) [21, 22] . La 0.5 Sr 0.5 MnO 3 (LSMO) is a classic manganite in CMR family, which lies in the boundary between ferromagnetic/antiferromagnetic metallic phases modulated by the 50/50 ratio of cation La 3+ and Sr 2+ (half-doped) [23] [24] [25] . It has attracted peoples' interest to investigate its intriguing properties under various stimuli (e.g., epitaxial strain [26] [27] [28] [29] , electric [30] and magnetic field [31] ). None of these methods succeeded in creating a charge ordering phase and corresponding CMR behavior [27] , which is usually observed and controlled in other manganites with an A-site elemental ratio about 50/50 [32] . In this work, a laser-ablated CVD is employed in LSMO to demonstrate an in-situ precise control of oxygen content with homogenous distribution during highquality epitaxial growth. A hidden antiferromagnetic/insulating-to-ferromagnetic/metal transition is discovered around 150 K in this LSMO with optimized oxygen content, which is not shown in its phase diagram. This antiferromagnetic/insulating phase is very sensitive to the oxygen content (E O or V O ) that can be tuned by varying the atmospheric temperature (T atm ). The ferromagnetic (FM) and antiferromagnetic (AFM) phase separation/ transition was directly visualized using magnetic force microscopy (MFM) at 4 K as a function of magnetic field. The detailed understanding of correlation between electronic/magnetic phases and chemical structures of these LSMO films with a precise control of oxygen helps unveil a temperature-oxygen stoichiometry (δ) phase diagram. Fig. 1a shows the schematic design of our laser-ablated CVD equipped with a quartz tube. Ceramic target and substrate are placed at the center of the tube. The branch tube is tilted by 45°. Laser beam (purple color) goes through the branch tube and interacts with the ceramic target to generate plasma plume (light blue). The flowing high-temperature oxygen (orange cluster) with high chemical-reactivity recombines layer by layer with the cations and composites on the substrate (red rectangle). The T atm of the laser-ablated CVD system can be maintained uniform up to 1,500 K for the entire space inside the tube. Two thermocouples are placed near the substrate and at the center of the tube respectively, which reveals that temperature of the substrate has the same value as the T atm . Using this new method, epitaxial LSMO thin films have been grown on perovskite (001)-oriented LaAlO 3 (LAO). X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern of LSMO film on LAO substrate ( Fig. 1b and Fig. S1a , see Supplementary information) reveals a high-quality epitaxial structure with a set of (001)-oriented diffraction peaks. Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy analysis (Fig. S1b) confirms that the chemical ratio of the as-grown LSMO epitaxial film is well consistent with the perovskite stoichiometry. Crystal structure of the LSMO thin films is characterized by high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) micrograph of the LSMO film on LAO taken by an aberration-corrected STEM is shown in Fig. 1c . Since the intensity of an atomic column is approximately proportional to Z 1.7 (Z, atomic number), the brighter area in Fig. 1c corresponds to the LAO substrate, and the less bright area to the LSMO film. Zoom-in image of the rectangular solid area in Fig. 1c is presented in Fig. 1d , and the intensity line profiles along the purple arrow ( Fig.  1d ) arranging in a way to cross both the A-site cations (i.e., La/Sr) and the B-site cations (i.e., Mn/Al) is shown in Fig. 1e . An abrupt contrast of La and La/Sr provides a well-defined localization of the interface, which is marked by the yellow dashed line in Fig. 1e . The epitaxial growth of the high-quality LSMO film with this laser-ablated CVD provides us a platform to explore the competing electronic/magnetic phases by in-situ tuning chemical reactivity of "hot oxygen". usually caused by excess oxygen [34] . The Mn 3s has a relatively higher sensitivity for determining Mn valence states than Mn 2p signal due to the strong influence from the outer electron configuration. The value of Mn 3s exchange splitting ΔE 3s has a linear dependence on the Mn valence states, V Mn = 9.67−1.27ΔE 3s /eV [11] . A decrease of the Mn 3s exchange splitting energy in Fig. 2b is qualitatively visible with increasing T atm , which implies the increasing of Mn valence. Fig. 2c shows the peak splitting of Mn 2p in the three films mentioned above. It gives the change of Mn 3+ /Mn 4+ ratio estimated by the areas of the Mn 3+ and Mn 4+ peaks, which permits us, using the principle of electroneutrality, to approximately calculate the nonstoichiometric oxygen content δ from (0.5−2δ)/(0.5+2δ), where δ denotes the nonstoichiometric oxygen content of LSMO 3+δ . Fig. 2d-f show schematically the corresponding δ varying from −0.11 to 0.054 as T atm increases from 973 K to 1,173 K, which is well consistent with the valence change derived from the Mn 3s exchange splitting energy in Fig. 2b . Depth-dependent XPS measurements on films grown by the laser-ablated CVD system are also performed (Fig. S2 ), which reveals a homogenous distribution of manganese valence states. Thus, oxygen stoichiometry is efficiently tuned from a V O to E O state. It implies that "hot oxygen" in the laserablated CVD system has a remarkable influence on the chemical-reactivity of oxygen-related species and chemical sates of Mn in the film. Both V O and E O can be considered as mobile carrier donors, which will in turn affect the carrier density and mobility. Moreover, the magnetic and electric transport behaviors have a close relationship with the carrier itinerant activity. As shown in Fig. 3a , as T atm changes from 973 to 1,173 K, insulating phase changes to metallic phase which corresponds to the change of δ from −0.11 to 0.054. In comparison with laser-ablated CVD growth, traditional PLD is also used to grow LSMO films on LAO at various substrate temperatures, which shows insulating behavior and off-stoichiometry even after post annealing (Figs S3, S4) as also observed elsewhere [26, 27] . Temperature-and magnetic-field-dependent magnetizations of these films by laser-ablated CVD are given in Fig. 3b . Curie temperature and saturation magnetization monotonically increase with increasing T atm . For the film grown at T atm = 1,073 K, zero-field cooling measurement reveals an obvious suppression of magnetization below 150 K (the magnetization at 4 K is about 2.9 μ B /Mn, which is smaller than previous experimental and theoretical studies (3.28 μ B /Mn) [35] ), corresponding to a ground AFM/FM phase competition/separation and a hidden MIT. This hidden MIT is so sensitive to the oxygen content and can be controlled by a precise oxidization. External magnetic field (up to 5 T) applied both in the plane and out of the plane (Fig. 3c) can partially suppress the AFM-insulating phase and reveals a magnetoresistance (MR) up to 70% at 4 K.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To further elucidate the underlying physical mechanism of the phase transition at low temperature, MFM is used to visualize FM and AFM phase at mesoscopic scale. Due to its sensitivity to stray field gradients and having no response to the paramagnetic (PM) and AFM phase, MFM has been used to direct visualize FM and AFM phases in mixed-phase magnets [36] [37] [38] . 1,073 K). Fig. 4b shows inhomogeneous FM ground states and due to large stray field from magnetic domains, AFM phase cannot be detected. As the magnetic field increases, MFM phase contrast gets stronger and 5 T is strong enough that it can align all the FM moments in the direction of applied magnetic field. In Fig. 4e (5 T) negative signal (blue) is from FM phase due to attractive force between tip and sample; positive signal (red) is from AFM phase due to repulsive force between tip and sample. Repulsive force at AFM region is due to the opposite stray field from FM region which is one of the direct evidences about AFM phase (see Fig. S5 for more details) in LSMO thin film grown at T atm = 1,073 K using laser-ablated CVD system. Pure ferromagnetic La 0.67 Sr 0.33 MnO 3 / LaAlO 3 thin film (Fig. S6) is used for comparison which shows a saturated magnetic domain when it is exposed to magnetic field. MFM for the metallic thin film (T atm = 1,173 K) by laser-ablated CVD (Fig. S7 ) also shows a much smaller areal ratio of AFM phase in local areas. The corresponding AFM and FM areas in LSMO films as a function of external field are fitted by exponent curves (Fig. S8) , which reveals intrinsically the competition between AFM and FM phase modulated by the change of oxygen content.
The electronic and magnetic phase diagram as a function of δ is shown in Fig. 5a . Phase transformation from PM-I (I: insulating) phase to AFM-I phase occurs in samples with V O when temperature decreases. When the concentration of V O is reduced gradually, a hidden AFM-I/FM-M (M: metallic) transition (red rectangular area) appears at low temperature. FM-M phase predominates in the samples with E O . Fig. 5b shows that when LSMO thin film suffers compressive strain (~−1.7%) from LAO substrate and has a lattice distortion of c/a = 1.023, oxygen octahedra is compressed in the plane and the films favor the C-type AFM-I ground states [26] [27] [28] 39] . The magnetic property of LSMO, such as different oxidation states of Mn (i.e., Mn 3+ and Mn 4+ ), can be mediated by the double exchange mechanism as well as the superexchange mechanism (Fig. 5c) the electric property is reflected by oxygen influence on the concentration and mobility of the charge carriers. In the p-type LSMO films, holes are the majority carriers, and can recombine with the two electrons donated by every V O . Such decreased carrier density leads to a low conductivity and the insulating behaviors in the films that contain rich V O . On the contrary, E O increases the hole carrier concentration and improves the metallic conductivity. Besides, first-principles calculations (Fig. S9) show that removing enough oxygen ions from bulk LSMO in a certain way can reduce the density of state near the Fermi level, which is compatible well with the experimental results.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, a new pathway is developed to synthesize the epitaxial oxide thin films combined with an in-situ chemical process, where the oxygen stoichiometry can be tuned in oxides. LSMO is used as a model system to study the in-situ effect of chemical reactivity on the oxygen stoichiometry in epitaxial thin films. It is found that the electric/magnetic properties are very sensitive to the microscopic oxygen configuration, and the competition between the AFM and FM phases induced by the oxygen content change enriches the phase diagram of LSMO. Our home-designed laser-ablated CVD system provides a new method to precisely modulate the properties in the materials that are sensitive to anion-stoichiometry, especially near the phase boundaries.
